PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING
INFORMATION REQUEST

NAME: ____________________________ DATE: __________ PHONE NO: ______________

LOCATION OR ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________

LIST OF INTERSECTIONS: __________________________________________________________

TRACT MAP NO: _________________ PARCEL MAP NO: ________________

□ CENTER LINE TIES □ SEWER PLANS □ TRAFFIC SIGNAL PLANS
□ BENCH MARKS □ PLAT MAP CADASTRAL □ TRAFFIC COUNT MAP
□ STREET PLANS □ SEWER CADASTRAL □ TRAFFIC COUNTS (LOCATIONS)
□ STORM DRAIN PLANS □ ARCHITECTURAL PLANS □ TRAFFIC SIGNAL TIMING SHEET
□ INDUSTRIAL WASTES

MISCELLANEOUS CITY MAPS:

□ 1500 SCALE SINGLE LINE M-1-A □ 600 SCALE SINGLE LINE M-62-B
□ 1500 SCALE DOUBLE LINE M-1-B □ 600 SCALE DOUBLE LINE M-62-A
□ 1000 SCALE SINGLE LINE M-5-A □ 600 SCALE SEWER MAP M-54
□ 1000 SCALE DOUBLE LINE M-5-B □ 600 SCALE STORM DRAIN M-20

PHOTOCOPIES:

8 ½ X 11 ________ X $.50 = __________
($) .50 first page $.05 ea additional copy
8 ½ X 14 ________ X $.50 = __________
($) .50 first page $.05 ea additional copy
11 X 17 ________ X $.75 = __________
($) .50 first page $.10 ea additional copy
18 X 24 ________ X $2.00 = __________

BLUEDINES:

18 X 26 ________ X $2.00 = __________
24 X 36 ________ X $3.00 = __________
24 X 42 ________ X $4.00 = __________
36 X 60 ________ X $5.00 = __________
42 X 72 ________ X $6.00 = __________

MICROFILM FILES: $1.00 first page X __________
$.50 additional copies X __________

TOTAL = __________
TOTAL = __________

FOR CITY USE ONLY: (ACCOUNT 001-ND000-51050-1002)